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Resumen: En este trabajo se presenta un análisis de la Frontera de 
Media Desviación Estándar (MSF) en términos de dos 
portafolios notables, y se estudia la localización 
geométrica de dichos portafolios en la frontera. Se 
presenta un resumen de resultados ya conocidos junto 
con demostraciones de resultados nuevos. Se introduce 
una manera de medir la distancia entre dos MSF. Esta 
medida esta relacionada con modelos de valuación de 
activos que suponen que los precios de los activos 
pueden ser represenados por un factor estocástico de 
descuento, como el CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) 
y el APT (Arbitrage Pricing Theory). Se da una 
aplicación en la que la distancia entre dos fronteras 
específicas se puede interpretar como una medida del 
error de especificación de un modelo de valuación de 
activos. 
Abstract: This paper presents a characterization of the mean-
standard deviation frontier (MSF) in terms of pricing and 
averaging securities and explores the geometry of these 
securities relative to the geometry of the MSF. A sum-
mary of already known results is presented along with 
proof of new results. A measure of the distance between 
two mean-standard deviation frontiers is presented here. 
This measure is related to asset pricing models which 
imply that security prices can be represented by a 
stochastic discount factor, such as the CAPM (Capital 
Asset Pricing Model) and the APT (Arbitrage Pricing 
Theory). An application is given in which the distance 
between two specific frontiers can be interpreted as a 
measure of model misspecification. 
* I would like to thank Terry F. Bohn and a anonymus referee for their helpful 
comments. I remain responsible for any errors. 
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1. Introduction 
An important concept in finance is that of the mean-standard deviation 
frontier (MSF). A number of asset pricing models, including the Capital 
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the exact version of the Arbitrage 
Pricing Theory (APT), conclude that specific portfolios are in the MSF. 
This paper has two purposes: The first is to give a characterization 
of the MSF in terms of the pricing security and the averaging security, 
and to explore the geometry of these securities relative to the geometry 
of the MSF. 
The above securities are defined as follows: Given the assumption 
of linearity in markets (i.e. any linear combination of two marketed 
securities is, itself, a marketed security, while the price of the linear 
combination is the linear combination of the two first prices) if the 
marketed space M is finite dimensional, by the Riesz Representation 
Theorem, there exists a unique security c in M (or c* in M) called the 
pricing security, such that for all securities z in M, its price JI(z) can be 
represented as 
n(z) = E(zc) (or n(z) = Covfec*)). 
Also, there exists a unique security m 'mM (or m in M) called the 
averaging security, such that for all z in M, its expected value E{z) can 
be represented as 
E(z) = E(zm) (or E(z) = Cov(z, in)). 
The second purpose is to suggest a definition of a measurement of a 
distance between mean-standard deviation frontiers. This measurement 
can be interpreted as a measure of model misspecification. 
Section 2 sets up the Hilbert space framework (Chamberlain and 
Rothschild, 1983; Duffie, 1988). Section 3 deals with the concept of the 
MSF, (Huang and Litzenberger, 1988; Ingersoll, 1987). The pricing 
portfolio and the averaging portfolio are defined, and a characterization 
of the MSF is given in terms of these portfolios. Section 4 presents a 
description of geometrical properties of these securities relative to the 
MSF in the mean-standard deviation space. Section 5 presents a way to 
measure the distance between mean-standard deviation frontiers. Sec-ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 299 
tion 6 gives an example in which the distance between two specific 
frontiers can be interpreted as a measure of model misspecification. 
Section 7 summarizes the results of the paper. 
2. The Setting 
In setting up the Hilbert space framework (Chamberlain and Rothschild, 
1983; Duffie, 1988), there is an underlying probability space (ft, F, P). 
L
2(P) is the vector space of real-valued random variables whose varian-
ces exist. A security for an economy is an element z in L
2(P), and we may 
think of it as a random variable whose payoff, z(co) in state co e £2, is 
measured in "consumption". 
The riskless security is the random variable 1 : Q. -> R such that 
1((0) = 1 for all co € £1 A risky security is any security with positive 
variance. 
A portfolio is a finite linear combination of securities. That is, p is a 
portfolio if and only if there exists some finite subset {*,, xT ... , xN} of 
L
2{P) and real numbers ccp tx2,... ,aNsuch that 
N 
i = i 
In the case of incomplete markets, not any security is available "at a 
price". Let T c L
2{P) be the subset of traded securities. We assume that 
if JC. JC are traded securities, then any portfolio of them is also 
mi 
A given non-zero linear functional n on T assigns market values to 
marketed assets. For any security z in T whose market value 7t(z) is not 
zero, the return of z is the random variable 
N 
Then, for any portfolio p = £ a. *. of traded securities such that the 
market values n(p), Ji(je,), n(x^f, !.. n(x ) are not zero, the return of p is 
the random variable 
N 
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ourix) 
where R. is the return of x., and co. = is the proportion of the price 
of the portfolio p associated to security x. and, hence,X a>. = 1 . 
' i = 1 ' 
3. The Mean-standard Deviation Frontier 
Let x denote the vector (x,, x,, ... , xN)' of frisky securities 
xv xv ... , x (N > 1) with linearly independent returns, and let R denote 
the corresponding vector of returns (Rv R2, ... , It is assumed that 
ZR , the covariance matrix of the vector R, is nonsingular. This implies 
that the riskless security 1 is not a portfolio of the returns RVR2,...,RN. 
If Y=(y.) is apxq random matrix, let E(Y) denote the matrix 
whose i-jth element is E(y.), and if all the elements y.. are traded 
securities, let 7t(Y) denote the matrix whose i-jth element is n(y.). 
The concept of mean-standard deviation frontier can be found in 
standard finance books such as Huang and Litzenberger (1988) and 
Ingersoll (1987). Given a set S of M traded securities (M>1), a 
portfolio of them is the frontier portfolio with expected return E if its 
return has the minimum variance among returns of portfolios (of 
securities in S) that have expected return E. 
The actual formulation of the minimization problem above depends 
mainly on whether the riskless security 1 is, or is not, a portfolio of the 
securities considered. 
For the case in which the riskless security 1 is not a portfolio of the 
securities considered, the minimization problem can be formulated as 
follows. A portfolio p of xvxv ... ,xN with return co£fl is a frontier 
portfolio with expected return E if and only if co£ solves the problem: 
min co'E.co 
to e R 
s.t. co'£(fl) = £and tflN=l 
where ZR is the variance-covariance matrix of the random vector R, and 
1N is the N-vector of ones. 
For the case in which the riskless security 1 with return RQ = 1 /TC(1) 
is included, the minimization problem can be formulated as follows. A 
portfolio p of the riskless security 1 and the risky securities xl,x2,...,xf/ ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 301 
(N> 1) with return ©J?n + a>' R is a frontier portfolio with expected 
return E if and only if coQ e R and co£ e R
w solve the problem: 
min co'Ssto 
a>o e R, U) 6 R
N 
s.t. co/0 + <o'£(fl) = E and coQ + tflN = 1. 
In both cases, for each E e R for which the minimization problem above 
has a solution, let a
2(E) = (oEZR(aE (i.e. a
2(£) is the variance of the 
frontier portfolio with expected return E). 
The mean-standard deviation frontier generated by the securities 
considered is the set: 
MSF= {(<7(£), E) e R
2 I the minimization problem above has a 
solution for E). 
The mean-standard deviation frontier can be described in terms of 
the portfolios mR, cR, m*R, cR and c, R (Chamberlain and Rothschild, 
1983) defined by the following: 
DEFINITION 1. Regardless of whether the riskless security 1 is included, 
or not, let ca, cp, mB and ml be the portfolios of the form a'R (a € R
N) 
that satisfy: 
lN = E(RcR) 
lN=Cov(R, cp 
E(R)=E(RmR) 
E(R) = Cov(R,m*R) . 
cK and c% are known as pricing securities. mD and ml are known as 
averaging securities: Given the assumption of linearity in markets, 
together with the fact that expected value is a linear operator and 
covariance is a bilinear operator, from the four equations above, we get 
that for any portfolio p = a'x, n{p)=E(pcR) = Co\(p,c*R) and 
E(p) = E(pmR) = Cov(p, m*R). 302 ESTUDIOS ECONÓMICOS 
When the riskless security 1 is included, let cx R be the portfolio of 
the form aQl + a'R (aQ e R, a e R
N) that satisfies': 
7C(1) 
clR is known as pricing security: For any portfolio p = yQl + 
+ y 'x(y0 e R, y € R
N), n(p) = E(pc{ ). 
Given that we are considering a finite dimensional vector R of 











lt(l) - E(cR) 
CR 1 _ mm \
 mR  l-E(mR) 










1 E(RR') = ZR + E(R)E(R)'. Given that ZR is nonsingular, E(RR') is nonsingular and 
{E(RR')) -
 1 = Z -
1 -1 - i£(i?)
 1 £(if)'I- • (see Rao, 1973). 
I + t(K) ZFI t(R) 
2 E{mR)*\. Otherwise, given that var(mR) = E(mR)(\ - E(mR)), vai(mR) = 0 and 
mR=L This contradicts the fact that 1 is not a portfolio of RyR2, ...,RN because it is 
assumed that ZR is nonsingular. ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 303 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, and N= 1, the frontier 
consists of only one point in the (a, £)-space. When the riskless security 
1 is not included, N>2, and the N returns are independently and identi-
cally distributed with mean EQ and variance a
2, , the frontier is the 
horizontal line 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, the N returns are 
linearly independent, and at least two returns have different expected 







and squared slope of the asymptotes Ô
2  A 
where  Var (cp 
A=,Var(mpVar(cp-(£(cp)
2. 







1.  (5) 
When the riskless security 1 is included, iV> 1, and the N returns 
are linearly independent with at least one of the returns of the risky assets 
having an expected value different from the return of the riskless asset, 
:he mean-standard deviation frontier then consists of two straight lines 
ntersecting each other at the point (0, RQ) and with squared slopes 
S
2
MSf = Var (mR-R0c*R) 
- (E(R) - lN RQy X- \E(R) - 1N RQ) 
(6) 
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The equation of the mean-standard deviation frontier is: 
£ = fl0±aVvar(m;-VP- (8) 
This equation can also be written in terms of Var(c, R), E{cx R) and 
RQ as: 
A/var(Cl R) 
E = R0±a—-—'-f-. (9) 
4. Geometrical Properties of the Pricing and Averaging Securities 
The geometrical properties of the pricing and averaging securities are as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and 
the N returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having 
different expected values, c* is the frontier portfolio whose return 
CR 
*v has the striatic st vcificince cxmon^ the ratuvns of all frontiav povtfo 
K(CR) 






is the point in the MSF nearest to the E-axis in the (a - E)- space. 
PROOF. In the last section the point 
i 




was identified as the vertix of the MSF. Given that this point is equal to 
it(cp 
,E 
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then, cl is the frontier portfolio whose return 
variance among the returns of all frontier portfolios. 





Location in the MSF, of the returns of the pricing and averaging portfolios when the riskless 
îecurity 1 is not included: c* /7t(c*) (Proposition 1), (ml - vcB)/K(m*D - vc*) (Proposi-
:ion2),mR/7r(m^) = m*/^(Proposition 3) and cRh(c Rf. *
 R 
For all v £ R, the portfolio mR - vc* also has a geometrical inter-
pretation as shown in the following: 
'ROPOSITION 2: When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and 
he N returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having 
Ufferent expected^valuegjor all v e R, m* - vc* is the frontier portfolio 
shose return *




 x (10) 
[x € L (P) I x is a frontier portfolio \ A/var(^) 
has the smallest 
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Thus the point 
a 
mR - vcR 




is the tangency point of the MSF with the steepest ray passing through 
the point (0, v) that intersects the mean-standard deviation frontier. The 
squared slope of this tangent ray, S
2
v ^ is: 
= (E(R) - lNv)?,-\E(R) - lNv). (12) 










2 - 2E(c*R)E + Var (m*R) 





2 - 2E(c*R)E + Var(mR) ' 
Solving the First Order Condition, and checking the Second Order 
Condition, we get that the maximum is obtained at: 
Var (ml) - vE(cl) E(ml - vcl) 
17*- * iL__ 5 «__/?(•/? \ 
£(cp-v(Var(cp) n(m*R-vcR)
 ( m*"V 
V 
This identifies portfolio m* - vc* as one solving the maximization 












mR - vcR 
n(mR - vcR> 
Var 
mR-vc*R 






















vR = Var [(E(R)-lNv)"LR
lR] 
= (E(R) - lNv)1rR
l(E(R) - lNv). 
Proposition 2 is shown in figure 1. 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and the N 
returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having different 
expected values, cR is the frontier portfolio whose return has the 
smallest second moment among the returns of all frontier portfolios. 





is at the tangency point of a circle with center (0,0) and the negative 
sloping portion of the mean-standard deviation frontier. The radius r of 
this circle is r = ,
 1 . (See figure 1). 
PROPOSITION 3. When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and 
the N returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having 
different expected values, mR is the frontier portfolio whose return has 
the largest expected value-standard deviation ratio among the returns of 










is the tangency point of the MSF with the steepest ray passing through the 
origin that intersects the mean-standard deviation frontier. The squared 
slope of this tangent ray is 
E{mR) 
1 - E(mR) 
E(R)"LR
 lE(R). 






Proposition 3 is shown in figure 1. 
When the riskless security 1 is included, W> 1, and the N returns 
are linearly independent with at least one of the returns of the risky 
assets having an expected value different from the return of the riskless 
asset, cy R is the frontier portfolio whose return has the smallest second 
moment'among the returns of all frontier portfolios. (See Lemma 3.1 in 
f i „ \ f ^ \\ 
Hansen and Richard, 1987). This means 
'l,R  ,E  is 
at the tangency point of a circle with center (0,0) and the negative sloping 
straight line of the MSF. The radius of this circle is ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 309 
r = —— ^ 
and the slope of the straight line is - Se where S„ = ~ o(c. A 
This result is shown in figure 2.
 1 J 
Figure 2 
Location in the mean-standard deviation frontier of the returns of the pricing security 
c, R/n(c{ R) when the riskless security 1 is included. 
5. Distance between Mean-Standard Deviation Frontiers 
Suppose the iV-dimensional vector of returns (N> 2) R is partitioned as 
R =
 8
R where g is a /sT-dimensional vector of returns (1 <K<N- 1). 
V V 
Sometimes it is of interest to compare the mean-standard deviation 
frontier generated by R (MSFR) with the MSF generated by g (MSF ). 
When the riskless security 1 is included, we would like to compare tne 
MSF generated by 1 and R (MSFX R) with the MSF generated by 1 and 
g(MSFlg). 
The motivation for doing such comparisons comes from the fact 
that a number of asset pricing theories can be stated in terms of mean-
standard deviation frontiers. For example, the Zero-Beta Black-Lintner 310 ESTUDIOS ECONOMICOS 
CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) can be stated as: the mean-standard 
deviation frontier generated by the Market portfolio M (MSFM) is a 
point in the mean-standard deviation frontier generated by the returns of 
the N risky securities considered (MSFR). 
The Sharpe-Lintner CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) can be 
stated as: the mean-standard deviation frontier generated by the riskless 
asset 1 and the Market portfolio M is equal to the mean-standard devia-
tion frontier generated by the riskless asset 1 and the returns of the N 
risky securities considered (MSFi R). 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, the exact version of the 
APT can be stated as the mean-standard deviation frontier generated 
by the K factors f(MSF), intersects the mean-standard deviation 
frontier generated by the returns of the securities considered (MSFR) 
(Chamberlain, 1983; Lehmann and Modest, 1988). 
When the riskless security 1 is included, the exact version of the 
APT can be stated as the mean-standard deviation frontier generated by 
the riskless security 1 and the K factors / (MSFy ), is equal to the 
mean-standard deviation frontier generated by the riskless security 1 
and the returns of the risky securities considered (MSF, R) (Chamber-
lain, 1983; Lehmann and Modest, 1988). 
Because g is a part of R, the frontiers MSF and MSF{ are con-
tained to the right of the frontiers MSFR and MSF, R , respectively. One may 
like to have a measure of how far from each other they are. One possible 
way of doing this is as follows: 
DEFINITION 2. Distance between mean-standard deviation frontiers. 
Suppose the N-dimensional vector of returns (N>2)R is partitioned as 
R 
Rt 
where g is a K-dimensional vector (1 < K<N- 1). When the 
riskless security 1 is included, the distance between MSF{ and 
MSF, is defined as: 







mp is the squared slope of the two straight lines that form the 
cone MSFh R, and S
2
mF is the squared slope of the two straight lines 
that form the cone MSF[\. Its formulas are given in (6) and (7). ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 311 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, the distance between 
MSFR and MSFg is defined as: 
D(MSF„, MSF ) s min (S




 R is the squared slope of the steepest ray passing through the 
point CO," v) tangent to MSFR, and S
2
v is the squared slope of the steepest 
ray passing through the point (0, v) tangent to MSFg.
3 
Definition 2 is shown in figure 3 and 4. 
Figure 3 
Distance between MSFX R and MSF] 
E 
3 The measure given in definition 2 has the desirable property that its probability 
distribution can be found when doing empirical work (see Shanken, 1985). An alternative 
definition which is statistically more difficult to handle in empirical work, but that lends 
itself better to theoretical work with some asset pricing models (see Hansen and Jagan-
nathan, 1993) is as follows: 
DEFINITION 3. When the riskless security 1 is included, 
DJMSF MSF ) = —
l—^(S* ). 
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Figure 4 
Distance between MSFB and MSFt 
From the definition above, it is clear that D(MSFX MSFy ) = 0 
if and only if MSFl R = MSF{ g, and D(MSFR, MSF ) = 0 if and only if 
MSFR nMSF
 % 
In terms of the distance between frontiers presented above, the 
conclusions of the four asset pricing models mentioned before can be 
written as follows: 
Zero-Beta Black-Lintner CAPM: D(MSFR, MSFM) = 0 
Sharpe-Lintner CAPM: D(MSFlR, MSF{ M) —0 
APT when the nskless security 1 is not included: D(MSFR, MSFf) = 0 
APT when the nskless security 1 is included: D(MSFl R, MSFlf) = 0. 




2 used above in the definition of D(MSFR,MSF ) and the 
regression of /?,on g. This is shown in the following (see Gibbons, Ross 
and Shanken, 1989, and Shanken, 1987): 
4 The same is true for the alternative definition: D2(MSFl R, MSFX ) = 0 if and only if 
MSF. „ = MSF. „, and D7(MSFR, MSF ) = 0 if and only if MS'F,, n M?/ * 0. This means 
D(MSF. R, MSF.
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PROPOSITION 4. The N-dimensional vector of returns (N>2)R is partitioned 
as R =
 8
R where g is a K-dimensional vector (I <K<N - I). For any 
v e R, consider the regression: 
RI~
1N-K
V = + B<<S ~ V) + eA 
where E(zN) = 0, Ee = var^), a(v) = £(/?,) -lN_Kv- B(E(g) - lKv). 
Then, for all v e R, S
2 _ - S
2 = (a( v))'E "






















r 1 \ 
-(E(g)-lKvyZ-\E(g)-lKv) 
[E(Rj) - lN Kv - B(E(g) - lKv)Y E~
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Similarly, by (7), 
SMSFI R ~
 SMSFI G




= (E(R.) - 1N_KR0 - B(E(g) - URfdYK
 l(E(R ) 
-lN_KRQ-B(E(g)-lKR0)) 
-(a(«0))'E;'a(«0). • 
Putting together equations (6), (11), and proposition 4, the distance 
between frontiers can be written as follows: 
PROPOSITION 5. When the riskless security 1 is included, the distance 
between MSFX R and MSF{ can be written as: 
D(MSFl R, MSFX p = Var(ro* - RQcR) - Var(m*. - RQc*g) 







where RQ is the return of the riskless security 1. 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, the distance between 
MSF„ and MS Ff can be written as: 
D(MSF„, MSF ) - min {Var(ml - vcl) - Var(m* - vc*)} (14) 
8 VER K K g g 
= min (£(J? ) -lN_Kv- B(E(g) - V))'2T \E(R ) 
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It is easily checked that the value of v that solves minimization 
problem (14) is: 
E(c*R)-E(c*) 
Var(cp-Var(cp" 




E(cB)[l - E(m )] - E(c )[l-£(mD)] 
[E(cR) - E{f?£\(\-E{rnR))(\-E(mJ) + (E(cR))\l-E(mg)) - {E{Cg))\\-E{mR))' 







6. The Distance between Mean-Standard Deviation Frontiers as a 
Measure of Model Misspecification 
Depending on the asset pricing model under consideration and the par-
ticular problem being analyzed, the distance between frontiers defined in 
this paper can have different interpretations. An example is presented in this 
section in which the distance between specific frontiers can be inter-
preted as a measure of model misspecification in similar terms to those 
used in Hansen and Jagannathan (1993). Let us consider an pricing 
security model that concludes that 
5 Solving the minimization problem given in the alternative definition 3, we get 
(£(*,) - BE^yZ-hE^) - BE(g)) Eim, _ £(m*} 
V = 
(£(flj) -BE(g))'Z-\lN_ K-B1K) E(c*R) -E(c) 
E(mJ - E(m ) 
E(cJ(l - E(m )) - E(c )(1 - £(mj)' 
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D(MSFR,MSFg) = 0 (16) 
or 
D(MSFX R, MSF, ) = 0 
like the four models in section 5 (see equations 13). 
A common problem is that the actual vector g is not observable 
(for example, the Market portfolio in the case of the CAPM or the factors 
fin the APT are not observable), and a proxy for g must be used instead. 
Let ya(y y ... ,yK)' be a AT-dimensional vector of observable 
random variables with finite variance. Let P be the space generated by 
the N securities xv ... , x^ and 
Projíj I P) EE (Proj(jj I P), Proj(y2 IP),..., Projíj I P))', 
where Proj(yt I P) is the orthogonal projection of the random variable 
yK onto the space P. Let Projíj I P) be a proxy for g, let MSF be 
the mean-standard deviation frontier generated by the returns of 
Proj(j I P), and let MSF, p , be the mean-standard deviation frontier 
generated by the riskless' asset 1 and the returns of Projíj I P). 




can be seen as a measure of model misspecification arising from the fact 
of using the proxy Proj(y I P) instead of g. This is illustrated for the case 
of the APT when there is no riskless security 1, in Figure 5. 
7. Summary 
The equation of the MSF is expressed in terms of the variance and/or 
expected values of the returns of the pricing and/or averaging securities 
(see equations 5, 8, and 9). This approach emphasizes the role of these 




Distance between frontiers as a measure of model misspecification for the case of the 
APT when there is no riskless security 1. According to the APT, D(MSFR, MSFT) = 0. The 
factors fj, ... , f^- are not observable. Instead, the proxy Proj(y lP) is used and 
D(MSF„, MSFD •, , „0 is a measure of the model misspecification arising from the use 
of the proxy.
 J° > 
MSFR and MSFf intersect each other. 
MSFR and MSFProifv|pl 
(y I P), the smaller is the rr 
do not intersect each other. The "better" is the proxy 
Proj(y I P), the smaller is the measure of model misspecification D(MSFR, MSFT  Projfj 1 P) 
The geometrical properties of the returns of the pricing and averag-
ing securities relative to the MSF in the (a, £)-space are summarized as 
follows (figures 1 and 2): 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and the N 
returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having different 
expected values, the pricing security c*R is the frontier portfolio whose 
return has the smallest variance among the returns of all frontier portfolios 




has the property that the point 318 ESTUDIOS ECONÓMICOS 
( mR-
VC* ^ 




is the tangency point of the MSF with the steepest ray passing through the 
point (0, v)that intersects the MSF (proposition 2). 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, N>2, and the N 
returns are linearly independent with at least two returns having dif-
ferent expected values, the averaging security mR is the frontier 
portfolio whose return has the largest expected value-standard deviation 
ratio among the returns of all frontier portfolios (Proposition 3). 
A method to measure the distance between frontiers is as follows: 
When the riskless security 1 is included, 
D{MSFX R, MSF, f) E= S
2




MSF is the squared slope of the two straight lines that form the 
cone MSF 
\ R' i 
form the cone MSF 
&NDSMSF  is the squared slope of the two straight lines that 
When the riskless security 1 is not included, 




1 VE R ' ' 
where S
2
 R is the squared slope of the steepest ray passing through the 
point (0,
Vv) tangent to MSFR, and S
2
 f is the squared slope of the steepest 
ray passing trough the point (0, v) tangent to MSFf. 
A number of asset pricing models can be stated in terms of the 
distance between two frontiers in the form £>(MSF[ R, MSF, ) = 0, or 
D(MSFR, MSF ) = 0, where g is a random vector identified according to 
the pricing security model under consideration. When instead of g, a 
proxy Projij I P) is used, the distance D(MSF, R, MSF, l ), or 




The link between the distance between frontiers and some security 
pricing models will be analyzed in more detail in future work. ON THE MEAN-STANDARD DEVIATION FRONTIER 319 
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